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Introduction
Sanskrit, it is acknowledged, is not just a language. It is the voice of India’s soul and wisdom.
It is the link between India’s past and present. It has been the vehicle of Knowledge
Tradition of Bharat.
MHRD, Govt. of India constituted a committee to suggest a long term vision and road map
for the development of Sanskrit for the next ten years. The Terms of Reference of the
Committee are –
1. To assess and review the present schemes for the development of Sanskrit and Veda
Vidya.
2. To study and suggest ways and means to bring qualitative change in Sanskrit Education
both in School Education and Higher Education.
3. To suggest vision and an action plan for the development of Sanskrit in next ten years.
4. To suggest measures to integrate Sanskrit studies with other disciplines like Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Medical Science and Law etc.
5. To suggest ways and means to use new methods of imparting Sanskrit Education with
the help of modern tools and technologies.
Sanskrit language and literature is a vast repository of knowledge encompassing all spheres
of life, like science and technology, astronomy and architecture, medicine and metallurgy,
agriculture and sculpture, mathematics and management, economics and ecology. In
today’s globalised economy and in the context of knowledge society, India needs Sanskrit
more than ever before, to bridge the ancient and modern, to unravel the knowledge
contained in the ancient texts, to protect our Intellectual Property Rights, to explore new
avenues of innovations and to lead India into the forefront of the knowledge driven globe.
However, neither this language nor its treasure has been explored and applied to the extent
it deserved. Further, Sanskrit remained as a beloved and ornamental language of the people
but not as the communicative language and it did not find any place of priority either in the
policies of States or Center. Taking into cognizance this fact and ground reality the members
of the present committee reached out to institutions and individuals who are concerned
with Sanskrit Education through personal contacts, letters, meetings and social media
eliciting views for vision and road map for the development of Sanskrit in next ten years.
Earlier recommendations and reports were also made available to the committee by the
Ministry. All the suggestions thus collected were discussed in detail and it was decided that
only the important, doable, wider and longer impacting measures, focused on quality
enhancing and capacity building are to be recommended, the rest of the suggestions that
are concerned with details and having relevance to implementation, should be submitted
separately to the Ministry.
The Committee is of the view that actions have to be taken in a phased manner and
therefore while the Vision details the long term perspective, the action plan and
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recommendations are for the next three to four years in the first phase and six to seven
years in the second phase.
There are six basic needs for the sustenance and development of any language, namely 1)
speakers 2) using it as a medium of instruction & education, entertainment, communication,
administration, etc. 3) creation of knowledge texts on current subjects and contemporary
literature 4) continuous process of word generation 5) adaptation of technology and 6)
patronage. Keeping the above in view, recommendations have been made and to facilitate
implementation, they are structured under different heads in this report without deviating
from the terms of references of the committee.
The committee took stock of the present scenario of Sanskrit Education and decided to
present a brief note as the context to view the recommendations in proper perspective.
The committee is of the opinion that the success of many of these proposals would hinge on
the zeal and efforts of Sanskrit scholars in making government plans a reality. The crux of
the matter as understood and acknowledged by the Committee is that the entire gamut of
practically and meaningfully teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit, making Sanskrit learning a
memorable and cherished experience, bringing all current trends and developments into
Sanskrit, making Sanskrit simple and popular etc. are actions that are solely dependent on
Sanskrit scholars and not on Governments. The committee hopes that while Governments
would play their supportive role, Sanskrit scholars would rise to the occasion and would
engender change within the Sanskrit fraternity by dedicatedly walking the extra mile giving a
great fillip to the development of Sanskrit.

Current Status of Sanskrit Education
Sanskrit is being taught from 1st Std. to 12th Std. as one of the optional languages in various
states at various levels for various numbers of marks. If Kerala offers Sanskrit as one of the
languages from first standard, about 14,000 schools affiliated to Vidya Bharati Akhila
Bharatiya Shiksha Sansthan teach Sanskrit from 2nd Std. Uttarakhand offers from 3rd Std.
Most of the State Secondary Education Boards offer Sanskrit as part of the Three Language
Formula from 6th to 10th and as second optional language in 11th and 12th. Some states offer
it as a composite course along with the mother tongue as well. It is estimated that
altogether about five crore students study Sanskrit at school level.
There are about 5000 traditional Sanskrit Pathashalas at school level and about 1000 Veda
Pathashalas in the country. Eight States have Sanskrit Secondary Education Board or
Directorate of Sanskrit Education and the rest of the states don’t have any. There is no
Board for Veda Pathashalas. About three lakh students study Sanskrit in this sector.
About 120 general Universities offer Sanskrit at UG and PG level. There are 15 Sanskrit
Universities. Though there are about 1000 traditional Sanskrit colleges affiliated to some of
the above mentioned Sanskrit Universities, many of the Sanskrit Universities are not
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empowered to affiliate colleges and many of the states have no defined Authority to
affiliate traditional Sanskrit colleges. About ten lakh students study Sanskrit in this sector.
There are 10 Sanskrit Academies, 16 Oriental Research Institutes, about 60 periodicals and
magazines in Sanskrit and about a hundred NGOs working for the popularization of Sanskrit.
Though most of the states offer Sanskrit at 11th and 12th for Arts stream students, a very few
states offer Sanskrit for Science and Commerce stream students, even if Sanskrit is there in
the scheme of studies, it is only in the papers, teachers are not provided. The same trend
continues at UG and PG levels and therefore it is also one of the reasons for the present
disconnect between Sanskrit and Science & Technology.
Though most of the State Boards have implemented Three Language Formula till 10 Std. and
two languages at 11 and 12th, three National Boards, CBSE, ICSE and NIOS have Three
Language Formula up to 8thonly, two languages at 9th and 10th, one language at 11th and
12th. It is an irony that institutions under Govt. of India don’t implement its own policy. Since
CBSE, Kendriya Vidyalaya Sanghathan, Navodaya Vidyalaya are perceived to be the trend
setters, now many State Boards have also started following CBSE, KVS and NV policy (NV has
no Sanskrit at all) due to which only English and regional language are being studied at the
cost of Sanskrit and Hindi, at times even at the cost of mother tongue. Not studying Sanskrit
at higher secondary level impacts the number of students at UG and PG level.
It is observed that when new subjects like computer, environment science, agriculture, skills
etc are introduced at Secondary level in various states, usually those subjects are offered as
an option to Sanskrit and not to any other subject, and thus Sanskrit becoming a scapegoat.
It is a fact that during the British period salary of Sanskrit teachers was half the salary of the
salary of the teachers of other subjects due to which Sanskrit was looked down upon for
long. Even today, in most of the states, Sanskrit teachers who teach at Secondary and
Higher Secondary level Vidyalayas are given Primary level teachers’ salary, teachers who
teach at UG and PG level Sanskrit Mahavidyalayas are given the salary of Secondary grade
teachers’. Hence these Vidyalayas and Mahavidyalayas do not attract the talented teachers
and students.
Until British started ruling India, secular education was imparted through Sanskrit language
and Sanskrit texts and the purpose of education was knowledge and character building (सा

विद्या या विमुक्तये - saa vidyaa yaa vimuktaye). When the British introduced English language
and English education system for the purpose of administration, job opportunity became
the prime criteria (ironically it became सा विद्या या वनयुक्तये - saa vidyaa yaa niyuktaye) and
the sidelining and decline of Sanskrit language and Sanskrit education became very severe
and rapid. With the continuation of same policies in Independent India also, today Sanskrit
graduates have the limited option of jobs as teachers. There again in most of the cases,
Sanskrit teaching posts are rarely filled up once the teacher retires. Thus lesser teachers
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result in lesser number of students which further impacts the job opportunities and the
vicious cycle continues. Therefore the need of the hour is to create jobs for Sanskrit
graduates.
School Education supplies students to Higher Education and Traditional Education. School
Education provides employment for the products of the other two sectors. But the school
education is the most neglected realm of Sanskrit Education.
From the time British introduced English education system in India till date; the primary
objective of Sanskrit learning was and has been “to understand Sanskrit literature and to
translate it into English and other Indian languages”. Accordingly, the age old European
method of language teaching, namely ‘Grammar Translation Method’ was employed in
teaching of Sanskrit language. Though the whole world has discarded that method, it is
being employed for Sanskrit teaching alone. As a result 1) thousands of Sanskrit books are
translated which certainly helped in increasing awareness and importance of Sanskrit but, 2)
people read translations, not Sanskrit 3) literature of other languages flourished, but not
Sanskrit 4) Rote learning, memorizing of word declensions and the learning language
through rules ended up in creating an atmosphere that Sanskrit is very difficult to learn, and
as a result, 5) most of the Sanskrit teachers in the country today have studied ABOUT
Sanskrit and not THE Sanskrit.
There would be about five lakh Sanskrit teachers in school education, higher education and
traditional education. Since most of them are the products of the “Grammar Translation
Method”, while they can understand Sanskrit, most of them cannot communicate in
Sanskrit, they can translate from Sanskrit to other languages but not vice versa. There are
Sanskrit classes, but there is no use of Sanskrit as a ‘language’, there are Sanskrit
departments, but there is no communication in Sanskrit as a ‘language’, there are Sanskrit
Vidyalayas and Mahavidyalayas, but there is no environment of Sanskrit as a ‘language’,
there are Sanskrit Universities without the vibration of Sanskrit as a ‘language’. It is a
different matter that due to the efforts of many NGOS and highly devoted Sanskrit teachers
and Professors, there is a new trend of speaking Sanskrit in daily life, in classrooms and
workplaces.
Learning Sanskrit is not like learning a new language for a student who knows any Indian
language because sixty to seventy per cent of words used in most of the Indian languages
are from Sanskrit. About twenty per cent of these are either original Sanskrit words or
derived from Sanskrit (‘tatsama’ or ‘tadbhava’ words). The underlying structures of the
sentences of most of the Indian languages closely resemble those of Sanskrit. The semantic
and stylistic features of most of the Indian languages very closely resemble those of
Sanskrit. Learners have already had some amount of casual exposure to Sanskrit through
various occasions in families and the community.
Every foreign language is taught through the target language. Every Indian language is
taught through that language. Answer papers from Nursery to PG courses of any language
are written in the respective language only, never in any other language. The only exception
is Sanskrit which is one of the root causes of the decline of Sanskrit.
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There is a great disconnect and wide gap between Sanskrit education and main stream
education. Hence there is a great difficulty in promoting interdisciplinary studies in Sanskrit
institutions.
Keeping all the above factors in mind, the committee is of the firm view that it 1) will
address the issues broadly at macro level and leave the micro issues to be addressed by the
implementing authorities 2) will mainly focus on the issues of a) making Sanskrit teaching
more attractive, relevant and rejuvenating b) Sanskrit studies blossoming with modern
knowledge texts & contemporary literature and thus widening its scopes as a vibrant living
language c) opening new horizons of research, innovation and creation for Sanskrit students
and d) broadening the avenues for of both employment and employability of Sanskrit
graduates.

Vision
Sanskrit coexisted with and complemented the regional languages from time immemorial,
and it was a major uniting force of India. This has to be strengthened further.
Sanskrit literature was a great contributor to the all-inclusive character of India and there
need to reinforce that aspect by popularizing Sanskrit.
Sanskrit can be best promoted not by making it compulsory which is an anathema and
counter- productive but by making it one of the optional languages on par with 8 th Schedule
languages at all levels. Today’s students are intelligent in deciding what language to choose.
Sanskrit was the language of Science, Technology, Medicine, Mathematics, Law, Economics,
etc. Sanskrit was a ‘laboratory’ though unfortunately it has become a ‘temple’ now. The
need of the hour is to probe and investigate Sanskrit, not worship it, not bring emotion to
Sanskrit but rational thought process. As Maharshi Aurobindo had said, Vedas are an issue
of contemplation, the secular Sanskrit literature need to be explored, researched and
experimented. It has to be evaluated critically. There is need for a bridging of both ancient
and modern, and a synthesizing of all the great thoughts of both east and west.
पुराणवमत्येि न साधु सिं न चावप काव्यं निवमत्यिद्यम् ।
सन्तः परीक्ष्यान्यतरद् भजन्ते मूढः परप्रत्ययनेयबुवधः ॥
Puraanamityeva na saadhu sarvam, na caapi kaavyam navamityavadyam I
Santah parikshyaanyataradbhajante, mudhah parapratyayaneyabuddhih II
-Maalavikaagnimitram, 1-2
(Everything is not great just because it is ancient. Nothing is bad just because it is modern.
Intelligent people take things after properly examining it. Idiot simply believes what others
say)
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Mahatma Gandhi, in his numerous letters to his sons, had emphasized the need to learn
Samskit. Without the knowledge of Sanskrit, in his opinion, education of an Indian would be
incomplete. Swami Vivekananda in his letters addressed to various dignitaries and his
Shishyas categorically reiterated the need of Sanskrit and its usefulness. Every effort should
be made to make Vivekananda’s and Gandhi’s vision a reality.
Dr Bhim Rao Ambedkar along with Mr. Naziruddin Ahmed etc. was a signatory to the draft
amendment motion to declare Sanskrit as official language of India. When it was moved in
the Constituent Assembly, Dr Ambedkar and Pandit Lakshmikant Maitra demonstrated how
Sanskrit can be spoken easily by actually conversing in Sanskrit. Now is the time to make
every Sanskrit student of India speak Sanskrit.
Change in Sanskrit teaching methods has to be brought in gradually. Since teacher training
and their preparedness is crucial for ‘Teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit’, Trainers’ Training,
Teacher Training and Material Production on the lines of new methods and approaches to
language teaching may be done in a massive scale in the next three to four years along with
some pilot projects in some selected schools in every state as first phase. Following that, the
new method and the new text books could be introduced in all the schools year by year in
the following six to seven years as second phase.
In order to implement the recommendations of this committee, all the Sanskrit Institutions
and various Departments may have to reprioritize their academic and other activities for the
coming ten years. There has to be a continuous monitoring system of the progress made in
this regard preferably once in six months.
In ten years from now, it is desired that 1) every Sanskrit student would be conversant and
fluent in Simple Standard Sanskrit and answers would be written in Sanskrit 2) the
integration of modern subjects like Science, Social Science, Economics, Mathematics, etc.
with Sanskrit and vice versa would be complete 3) the research in Sanskrit would usher in a
new era 4) a corpus of knowledge texts in all branches of knowledge either translated to
Sanskrit or written in Sanskrit would be available 5) Sanskrit would find its rightful place in
spheres other than Education as well.

Recommendations for School Education
1. Status Report
a) NCERT may be asked to submit a status report within three months on the
implementation of Three Language Formula in Secondary Schools and Two
Language Formula in Higher Secondary Schools in all the Secondary & Higher
Secondary Education Boards. Further, it may indicate in its report the following 1) which are the three languages offered 2) from which class to which class 3) for
how many marks 4) how many periods are allotted to Sanskrit and other
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

languages in a week 5) at Higher Secondary level, whether Sanskrit is being
offered for students of all the three streams i.e. Arts, Science and Commerce
NCERT may collect data of the number of sanctioned posts of teachers in every
state, number of posts filled and the number of vacant posts in all the
Government schools, Aided schools and Private schools.
NCERT may prepare a status report of the Text Books of all the classes of all the
States on the following issues: When were the existing Text Books of Sanskrit
prepared? How many times these Text Books were revised and when they were
last revised? What are the innovative designs included during the last revision?
NCERT and SCERTs may be asked to involve PG Departments of Sanskrit, Sanskrit
University of their region and NGOs, who have been working to popularize
Spoken Sanskrit and Teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit, in the process of
preparing and revising Text Books, for teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit and in
the stupendous task of teacher training.
NCERT and SCERTs may ensure that free tutorials for all Sanskrit text books are
available online. This will help the students of Sanskrit to utilize the online
resource as well in understanding their course contents and Sanskrit language in
a constructive and encouraging environment.
NCERT may make a study of all the Sanskrit text books of all the States and
prepare a list of common vocabulary used in all of them. Based on the study and
inputs from the experts, a primary list of minimum standard vocabulary in
Sanskrit for the purpose of text book writing may be drawn up. Further, Simple
Standard Sanskrit (SSS), conceived on the lines of ‘Basic English’, comprising of
minimum vocabulary and minimum structures, may be evolved for the purposes
of using Sanskrit as the medium of instruction and communication.

2. Sanskrit may be offered in all Groups in class 11th and 12th
Sanskrit may be offered in Higher Secondary schools in all Groups with various
combinations such as Arts, Commerce, and Science etc. Further, in Science Group
students are to be encouraged to opt for Sanskrit, so that they can appreciate the
language and involve themselves in research activity later. Now since Sanskrit is not
offered in Science stream, Ayurveda colleges do not get students with both science
and Sanskrit. MHRD may issue a directive to all the States and to CBSE, ICSE, NIOS,
KVS and NV in particular, in this regard.

3. Teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit
Sanskrit is still being taught through the age old European method called Grammar
Translation Method though this method has been discarded by all. This method is
suitable only when the objective of Sanskrit learning is for understanding Sanskrit
literature and translating it into other languages. But today Sanskrit needs to be
taught as a vibrant living language and as an effective medium of communication.
The objectives are not just appreciating ancient literature but creating contemporary
literature as well. Hence the need is to change the method, text books and
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evaluation system. Teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit means making teaching
method of Sanskrit more ‘eclectic’ by adopting all the modern methods and
approaches to language teaching in order to make Sanskrit learning easy, enjoyable
and effective.
Since all the Sanskrit teachers of today are the products of Grammar Translation
Method, with very few exceptions of those who studied in traditional and modern
streams, most of them do not have the communicative skills in Sanskrit. Hence they
will be the toughest roadblocks in the much awaited and desired endeavor of
reforming Sanskrit education. When Direct Method of English teaching was first
introduced in place of Grammar Translation Method in the year 1920 by the then
British Education Council, all the English teachers in Europe and colonial countries
opposed it because the teachers themselves were not able to speak English. Then
the Council had to conduct orientation programs for teachers of Grammar Schools
continuously for four years after which the Direct Method came into practice.
Further, it is found in many places that the teachers, in order to hide their own
lacuna, give the easiest excuse that the students are not serious learners, they take
Sanskrit only for marks, etc. Hence the training of Sanskrit teachers is of utmost
priority and may be taken up in a massive scale.
For implementing Sanskrit through Sanskrit in a phased manner the following
measures are to be taken immediately:
1. A master plan to train five lakh Sanskrit teachers in next three to four years
under the Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan and Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
2. Developing Bridge Courses for teachers and students
3. Text Book revision in all the States
4. Sensitizing programs amongst Sanskrit teachers and students regarding the
need for Teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit.
5. A few pilot projects in every State in 2016 -2017
6. Ample production of print, audio, video, digital, online learning tools for both
Sanskrit teachers and students

4. Inclusion of Indian Knowledge systems in the respective subject text
books
Indian Knowledge available in Sanskrit may be included in all the subjects in school
education such as Science, Mathematics, History, etc. For this purpose, a panel of
experts may be drawn by the NCERT and the contents may be identified. NCERT may
include these contents in the concerned subjects to make the learner appreciate the
Indian Knowledge and further get into that subject for deeper study and research.
State Boards may also be instructed to take the similar measures.

5. CBSE, ICSE, NIOS, KVS and NV may be asked to strictly Implement
Three Language Formula till the last year of Secondary Education and
Two Languages at Higher Secondary level
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Though most of the State Boards have implemented Three Language Formula till
10th Standard and Two languages at 11th and 12th, the three National Boards, CBSE,
ICSE and NIOS and as a result KVC and NV have Three Language Formula up to
8thonly, two languages at 9th and 10th, one language at 11th and 12th. It is an irony
that institutions under Govt. of India don’t implement its own policy. State Boards
have also started that trend resulting in only English and regional language being
studied, at the cost of Sanskrit and Hindi, and in some places, even the mother
tongue. Not studying Sanskrit at Higher Secondary level impacts the number of
students at UG and PG level. Hence a direction may be given to these Boards to
strictly implement Three Language Formula till the last year of Secondary Education
i.e. up to 10th and two languages at 11th and 12th.

6. Sanskrit Methodology in BEd and DEd in Sanskrit
NCTE within its purview may instruct the educational institutions to offer Sanskrit
Methodology as one of the papers among methodology papers. This will be of great
help to prospective Sanskrit teachers to get admission in their own region.
D.Ed in Sanskrit – There is a demand from various States that offer Sanskrit as a
language at the Primary level for qualified, trained Sanskrit teachers but such a DEd
training program is not available. Hence MHRD may instruct NCTE to frame
guidelines for Sanskrit DEd programs, so that Government and Private Institutions
may come forward to run such courses. This will help in getting qualified and trained
Sanskrit Primary Teachers.

7. National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) courses in Sanskrit medium
NIOS has a strong base in the Secondary Education sector. It has designed and
developed various Secondary Education programs in English, Urdu and Hindi
medium. If NIOS launch such programs in Sanskrit medium, there is scope of it being
pursued by a number of learners. This will also solve the issue of recognition of
traditional learners who undergo Sanskrit studies under traditional stream as they
can get enrolled for Secondary Education as well. Already available materials are to
be translated into Sanskrit and so, with minimum efforts, this objective can be
achieved.
********

Recommendations for Higher Education
General Education
1. “Sanskrit through Sanskrit” – Since the advent of English education in India from the
British period, Sanskrit suffered because of the adoption of Grammar Translation
Method of teaching as detailed elsewhere in the report giving rise to many
aberrations, the net result of it all being that students of Sanskrit read more ABOUT
Sanskrit, rather than THE (Language) Sanskrit and mostly became ignorant of and
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unable to communicate in Sanskrit. This can and needs to be changed by reverting to
teaching Sanskrit only in Sanskrit.
The status quoits teachers fear that any change in teaching method would result in
decrease of students. Moderates say that the number is even otherwise decreasing
and Sanskrit departments are being closed, and hence, it is better at least to
preserve and popularize THE Sanskrit by teaching THE Sanskrit. Defenders of
Grammar Translation Method argue for the need of proper understanding of
literature and Shastras rather than THE language. All of them give the excuse of poor
standard of students who opt for Sanskrit. Blaming external factors would not give
solutions for internal problems. If a question is asked whether “content” is more
important or a “container”, the answer would naturally be “both”. But since the
container was discarded or neglected for the last two centuries, content too is
vanishing at an alarming speed.
People are asking when examinations of UG and PG courses of Hindi, English,
Marathi, etc. are written in the respective languages why Sanskrit students write in
languages other than Sanskrit. Why not in Sanskrit? When in other languages
students are taught to speak and write in those languages within a year, why not in
Sanskrit? This is high time to change the way Sanskrit is being taught.
The committee recommends that UGC may take a policy decision at national level
in this regard and may write to all the universities that “Sanskrit through Sanskrit”
may be implemented in a phased manner starting from 2016 – 2017 with the
target to achieve the objective in five or eight years period and every university
may conduct two weeks’ workshop to all its Sanskrit faculty members for
developing Bridge Course for students, for discussing appropriate teaching
methods and for enhancing their own communicative skills in Sanskrit. This task
will greatly be aided by the efforts to put together a Simple Standard Sanskrit,
described in an earlier part of this report.
2. Sanskrit for Science and Commerce students - Sanskrit should be included as
optional language in the UG programs of science and commerce and other disciplines
3. Research in Sanskrit Medium - M.Phil, M Ed and PhD should be offered in Sanskrit
medium and thesis or dissertations should also be written in Sanskrit.
4. Refresher Courses - Orientation/Refresher courses in Sanskrit may be redesigned to
enhance language competence and communicative skills in Sanskrit. The present
scheme is completely content oriented.
5. Inclusion of Indian knowledge - Indian knowledge component available in Sanskrit
works in corresponding modern subjects like Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Life
Sciences, Engineering and Technical subjects may be included in the respective
subjects
6. PG departments in the Universities - PG departments in the Universities may-
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Give attention to make Sanskrit learning popular in the campuses by offering
evening courses in Sanskrit.
Offer soft and elective courses of Sanskrit under CBCS to the students of all
the faculties
Make efforts to improve curriculum, instruction method and teachers training
of Sanskrit at UG and school level in the range of universities jurisdiction
Undertake projects for creation of new knowledge by translation of modern
texts into Sanskrit and publicizing them in Bharathvani portal
Take up projects to edit and publish the rare and unpublished Sanskrit
manuscripts
Employ the students and scholars under “Man-e-script mission” project for econtent creation of Manuscripts by keying in the text into Unicode
Encourage research scholars to take Manuscript editing work as part of their
research in M.Phil and PhD.
Create course content and offer Sanskrit programs for certification in MOOC
Modify and update the syllabi in tune to the need of the modern times
Advise the students to take the research topics relevant the current to social,
economic, political and scientific issues.

Sanskrit Universities
1. Create the environment of Sanskrit in the campus
2. “Shastras in Simple Standard Sanskrit” - teach Shastras in Simple Standard Sanskrit
that will make students to comprehend the concepts easily and to gain confidence in their
subjects
3. Offer new UG and PG courses in modern subjects like History, Social sciences,
Humanities, Mathematics, Yoga, etc and also in Science and Commerce streams in
Sanskrit Medium on the lines of Tamil University, Urdu University, Hindi University,
etc.
4. Design and offer new courses within Sanskrit realm like BSc and MSc with the
combinations in Yoga, Ancient & Modern Mathematics, Economics, Management,
Law etc.
5. Bridge courses in spoken Sanskrit may be offered for novice students to pick up the
language at all entry levels
6. M.Phil, M Ed and PhD should be offered in Sanskrit medium and thesis or
dissertations should also be written in Sanskrit.
7. Redesign of Orientation/Refresher courses in Sanskrit to enhance Sanskrit language
competence, communicative skills and pedagogy of teaching of Shastras disciplines
8. Give attention to make Sanskrit and Shastra learning popular in the surroundings
areas by offering evening courses
9. Offer soft and elective courses in modern core subjects like Mathematics, Logic,
Psychology, Social Work, Management, Technology etc., under CBCS.
10. Make efforts to improve curriculum, instruction method and teachers training at UG
and school level in Sanskrit through workshops as part of Extension Programs in the
model of EFLU programs
11. Undertake projects for creation of new knowledge by translation of modern subjects
and scientific texts into Sanskrit and publicizing them in Bharathvani portal
12. Take up projects to edit and publish the rare and unpublished manuscripts
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13. Employ the students and scholars under “Man-e-script mission” project for e-content
creation of Manuscripts by keying in the text in Unicode
14. Encourage research scholars to take Manuscript editing work as part of their research
in M.Phil and PhD
15. Create course content and offer programs for certification in MOOC
16. Change the syllabi in tune with the need of the modern times without leaving the
core of Shastric disciplines
17. Advise the students to take the research topics relevant to current social, economic,
political and scientific problems
18. Preparation of reading material for classics / Shastric texts in Simple Standard
Sanskrit and e-publication of the same
19. Introductory courses in various Shastric disciplines be offered through MOOC
20. Provision may be made to allow the students to earn simultaneous degree in Sanskrit
21. Initiate collaboration with IIITs, NITs, and labs nearby in order to undertake scientific
studies involving relevant material in Sanskrit
22. Offering courses for foreign students – establish a special center.
23. Developing and offering online graded courses for learning Sanskrit with interface
facility with or without a provision to obtain a certificate/diploma/degree

Research sector
1. An online inventory of Research may be created with complete information about
the Research Projects undertaken by various agencies so far. Any one institution may
be authorized in this regard along with a technical institution to carry out the
inventory.
2. Promotion for Interdisciplinary research involving modern streams and Shastras.
3. Establishing Interdisciplinary study centers in Central Universities involving Sanskrit
and Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Agriculture, Environment etc.
4. Starting collaborative efforts with scientific labs and Sanskrit institutions on relevant
knowledge in Sanskrit texts.
5. Focus on environmental studies, gender issues, ethics, social sciences, life sciences
etc
6. Fellowships/faculty position for new research programs

University Gants Commission
1. Special Action Plan to bring change in teaching methodology and evaluation system
by adopting Sanskrit through Sanskrit.
2. One-Time Infrastructure Grants for new Sanskrit Universities in different states
3. UGC and NAAC may set up a separate set of norms for grants and accreditation
purposes for Sanskrit Universities/Institutions
4. All Sanskrit Universities may be considered and encouraged for special grant for
starting new courses for skill development irrespective of their status
5. Bringing change in Orientation and Refresher courses in Sanskrit and Shastric
disciplines
6. Allowing earning of simultaneous dual degree programs in Sanskrit as well as modern
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disciplines
7. Special grants for program for Sanskrit Universities to introduce modern subjects to
the faculty and students by visiting professorships and fellowships
8. Introducing optional/elective papers on Indian Knowledge Systems in UG & PG level
programs
9. Insisting for a fair degree of knowledge of Sanskrit for Degree and Post-graduate
courses in certain disciplines like Philosophy, History and Archeology etc.
10. Special grants for Post Doctoral Fellowships for Scholars in Sanskrit Institutions
11. Special grants for establishing ‘Simple Spoken Sanskrit Centers’ in all the general
Universities and colleges as it was done in 2001 by UGC
12. Initiatives and support for implementing all the recommendations under the above
sub headings – General Education, Sanskrit Universities and Research Sector
13. A special committee to foresee the effective implementation of the above
recommendations

AICTE
1. Offering Elective courses in Sanskrit for credits
2. Institution of Fellowships/ Teaching positions for Sanskrit scholars in technical
institutions for the purpose of Research and Teaching
3. Inclusion of Indian knowledge systems in the respective modern subjects
4. Collaborative research projects with Sanskrit Universities and Sanskrit NGOs
5. Sponsoring workshops and seminars on ‘Shastras and Sciences’

ICPR, ICHR and ICSSR
In all the above Councils which are under MHRD a full-fledged Sanskrit cell is not only
desirable but also necessary to interact with the scholars who are experts in corresponding
western theories and doctrines with a directive to interact effectively in their fields of
research

National Book Trust
Due to the efforts of various NGOs and Sanskrit teachers all over India, now there are
lakhs of students and people of all age groups who do use Sanskrit in their daily life. There
are thousands of children whose mother tongue is Sanskrit. Since all of them are looking for
reading material in simple Sanskrit on modern subjects and contemporary society NBT may
publish books in Sanskrit as well.

IGNOU and other Open Universities
IGNOU and other Open Universities may design, develop and offer graded Sanskrit language
learning courses under their programs and also offer online courses in Sanskrit. MHRD and
UGC may issue circulars in this regard to all the State Open Universities to offer need based
courses in Sanskrit as part of other graduate and post graduate programs and also to offer
Sanskrit and allied subjects under CBCS

IITs, NITs, IISERs, IIITs, IISc, Central Universities and AICTE approved technical
colleges
A Sanskrit cell may be created in all the IITs, NITs, IISERs, IIITs, IISc, Central Universities and
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AICTE approved technical colleges in order to facilitate study of Science and Technology in
Sanskrit literature and inter disciplinary study of various modern subjects and its
corresponding subjects in Sanskrit literature. Atharavaveda, Vaisheshika Darshana etc. are, it
is acknowledged, the treasure house of scientific concepts which are hitherto studied from
Science point of view. There are hundreds of works like Siddhanta Shiromani, Vriksha
Ayurveda, Upavana Vinoda, Mayamatam, etc. to name a few, which are of great relevance in
the context of research and innovation. The proposed cell should also offer various types of
Sanskrit Courses for the students in the campus for credits.

Recommendations for Traditional Education – School level
1. Sanskrit through Sanskrit
Communication in Sanskrit is both means and end in Sanskrit vidyalayas, means as a
teaching tool and end as a result. It is a well acknowledged fact that mastery over a
language cannot be achieved unless a person learns it through that language since
language learning is a skill. In particular, if it is traditional learning system, teaching
“Sanskrit through Sanskrit” is inevitable to get the command over Sanskrit since the
students have to study Shastras later through Sanskrit commentaries only. A change
in the mind set of Sanskrit teachers as well as learners is very much required in this
regard. Sanskrit should be the language of Sanskrit vidyalayas both formally and
informally. Every student of traditional Sanskrit schools should blossom out with the
fragrance of simple chaste Sanskrit. Every Sanskrit teacher should be a ‘loud speaker’
of Sanskrit as a language. Every traditional Sanskrit school should reverberate with
Sanskrit speech.
2. Teacher training –1) Onetime special training in conversational Sanskrit, 2)
Permanent centers for in-service training of Sanskrit teachers
The confidence of the Sanskrit teachers is to be built up for making Sanskrit as a
language of classroom and staffroom. They have to be equipped with skills and tools
to become better language teachers. For this purpose, communicative skills in
Sanskrit and language teaching skills are to be imparted to Sanskrit teachers by a
special and well thought out training program under Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan.
Further, there must be a centre for in-service Sanskrit teacher training program in
each district with all necessary facilities. MHRD may establish such centers in all
districts and those centers can be run through DIET or any such agency identified by
the Government.

3. Curriculum revision, importance to language skills, communication,
that too more and more writing in Sanskrit in particular
This is very important task to be implemented for making Sanskrit learning more
attractive and learner-friendly.

4. Compulsory computer education to all Sanskrit students and teachers –
graded courses for the same
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To cope with the present situation and learning environment, it is necessary that all
the Sanskrit teachers and learners are introduced to computer applications. Though
in some Sanskrit Universities this is made compulsory as part of their curriculum, it
was not implemented as required nor it percolated down to Sanskrit Vidyalayas and
Mahavidyalayas. A graded syllabus and a scheme for this purpose may be developed
and implemented.

5. Direction to State Boards with regard to the above four items
Above mentioned four action plans could be implemented successfully, only if all the
agencies concerned with education under MHRD and States involve themselves in
this task. MHRD may issue directions in this regard to Sanskrit Institutions
functioning under it and advisory to the States.

6. Central Board of Sanskrit Secondary Education for conducting
examinations, affiliating Pathashalas and for giving grants
There are Sanskrit Pathashalas across the country. Their traditional education has
neither recognition nor they are aware of recognition issue. It is very necessary to
protect traditional learning and make the learning duly recognized by an authority.
For this purpose, the committee strongly recommends that MHRD may establish a
Central Board of Veda and Sanskrit Secondary Education that will affiliate, conduct
exams, and make available the grant-in-aid etc. This will be an independent body
under MHRD with appropriate authority.

7. Model Sanskrit Medium Schools in every state to impart modern
education along with traditional education through the medium of
Sanskrit
Sanskrit was the medium of instruction for various branches of knowledge, secular
subjects in particular, before the advent of the British introduced English education
system in India. For more than a century there was a school system called ‘Oriental
Schools’ that continued even till recently in some states where three Sanskrit
subjects were simultaneously taught apart from five subjects of modern stream
curriculum. Keeping the synthesizing of the ancient with the modern, and also of
east and west in view, the committee recommends establishing a model school in
each State, where, in addition to Sanskrit, other modern subjects which are taught in
the present day primary and secondary education will also be taught through
Sanskrit medium. This scheme is very much essential for the following reasons – 1)
for the development of Sanskrit as a language 2) for enhancing the employability of
Sanskrit students and 3) for integrating Sanskrit with mainstream. This task may be
entrusted to the proposed board allocating sufficient fund.

Direction to states to give salary on par with teachers of modern
education
Sanskrit teachers in Traditional sector are not paid on par with other subject or
language teachers of the same cadre in modern streams in most of the States. MHRD
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may instruct the States to pay salary corresponding to their counterparts of the same
cadre prescribing essential standard and qualifications for the Sanskrit teachers in
traditional schools and colleges.

8. Identify one agency in every state for material production in Sanskrit
for bringing in new content and new orientation in Pathashalas
Teaching is ever changing process. One cannot stick to one method or material
forever. To make learning fun and attractive, teaching and learning materials are
necessary. In other subjects and languages, there is a continuous effort for the
production of learning material. Some premier Universities have the department of
Material Production solely devoted for this purpose. One agency in each State may
be indentified for this task. This agency may be a traditional Pathashala, University,
or even an NGO.

9. One All India centre to train Sanskrit teachers on modern methods and
approaches to language teaching
Language teaching has seen many changes in its pedagogical aspects. As Sanskrit
teachers are not exposed to these changes or not aware of these, still adopt the one
method which is treated as obsolete. One National Centre of Sanskrit Teacher
Training may be established under any one of the Central Universities or any other
appropriate Body.

Recommendations for Traditional Education – College level
1. Sanskrit through Sanskrit
Today students of Sanskrit Mahavidyalayas are not able to properly comprehend
higher texts of Shastras because they lack proficiency in Sanskrit. Therefore Sanskrit
through Sanskrit alone will make Sanskrit education fruitful. Learning language
through translation will not take the students anywhere. Good command in Sanskrit
will make the student confident even to swim against the current. Sanskrit language
competency alone can make him/her suitable for unraveling the hidden knowledge
in Sanskrit. Hence teaching Sanskrit through Sanskrit is essential for both preserving
and promoting Shastras and for opening up Sanskrit to newer frontiers of
knowledge.
2. Teacher training –1) Onetime special training in teaching conversational , 2)
Permanent centers for in-service training
As recommended in traditional school education, at college level also Sanskrit
conversational skills and language teaching skills are to be imparted through a
onetime training program. Further, permanent centers for continuous in-service
training are also to be established by the UGC or directly by the MHRD or in any one
of the Universities with proper infrastructure and human resource.
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3. Curriculum revision, importance to language skills, communication,
that too more and more writing in Sanskrit in particular
These are very much necessary for any higher education institute. There must be
continuous efforts in revising curriculum, imparting language skills, and
communication. More contemporary writing in Sanskrit is to be encouraged. The
UGC and MHRD may issue directions in this regard to all the Sanskrit Universities or
concerned authorities.

4. Compulsory computer education to all Sanskrit students and teachers –
graded courses for the same
An introduction to computer applications, artificial intelligence and natural language
processing may be made compulsory in all higher education organizations.

5. One All India centre to train Sanskrit teachers on modern methods and
approaches to language teaching
MHRD or the UGC may establish one National Center for Sanskrit Teacher Training
for imparting in-service as well as short term training programs.

6. Direction to states to give salary on par with modern education
The very same issue, as in the traditional Sanskrit schools, of anomaly in salary is
faced by the teachers traditional Sanskrit colleges, with UG level teachers getting
Higher Secondary grade salary and PG teachers getting UG level salaries.
Government may issue directions to all the States to implement equal pay for equal
cadre. Teachers may be given a chance within a prescribed time limit to qualify
themselves for the minimum criteria for on par salary.

7. Introducing modern subjects through Sanskrit, starting new courses
To make Sanskrit popular and acceptable, it is necessary to offer modern subjects
through Sanskrit medium. Traditional institutions may launch new courses on
History, Psychology, Economics etc., in Sanskrit medium. This will make Sanskrit, a
language of natural communication apart from increase job opportunities to Sanskrit
students.

8. Two centers exclusively for Sanskrit under Madan Mohan Malaviya
Mission for Teachers & Teaching
MHRD may direct MMMMTT to have at least two centers exclusively for Sanskrit
training and teaching out of the many centers proposed to be set up under this
scheme. This will highly benefit the Sanskrit teachers to enhance their teaching skills.

9. Special provision to affiliate Sanskrit colleges in the states where there
is no Sanskrit University or no scope for such affiliation
Presently there are Sanskrit colleges that face affiliation issue. In the States having
Sanskrit universities, colleges face no problem in affiliation. But there are a number
of States where there is no Sanskrit University. In those States Sanskrit colleges
suffer a lot for recognition, syllabus revision, exam related issue etc. A special
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provision may be made to affiliate such colleges to any one of the Central Deemed to
be Universities or the nearest University.

10.A cell at All India level to monitor the progress and annual
performance audit of improvisation of Sanskrit education in the
traditional sector
MHRD may constitute or establish a National Performance Appraisal Cell of
Traditional Institutions. This cell will conduct academic audit and assess the
performance of the traditional institution, suggest remedial measures for improving
quality and to rank such institutions on the basis of their performance.

Recommendations for Veda Vidya
Maharshi Sandipani Rashtriya Veda Sanskrita Vidya Parishat (MSRVSVP)
1. The committee is of the opinion that the primary level of Vedic and Sanskrit studies
should be inspiring, motivating and joyful. With regard to Sanskrit Pathashalas it is
desirable to give greater importance to the use of Sanskrit more and more in order
to eventually evolve Sanskrit as the medium of instruction in the coming years. It is
also desirable to include subjects of modern education into Vedic and Sanskrit
Pathashalas in a balancing way. The course content of these Pathashalas should be
designed to suit to the needs of the contemporary society and also for finding
solutions to modern problems using ancient knowledge.
2. With regard to Veda Pathashalas it is felt that they need further standardization of
recitation skills along with introduction of graded material of Sanskrit and modern
subjects so that the students can ultimately reach the point of studying Veda
bhashyas. Due emphasis may also be given for the study of Vikriti Patha of Vedas at
an appropriate level. The members have also expressed their concern that the Vedic
recitation studies are not uniformly spread all over India, therefore due steps may be
taken to improve the situation without in anyway interfering with regional variations
of recitation styles and teaching method of Vedic recitation.
3. The committee took note of various forms of Gurukulas which follow Artha
parampara. The committee also took note of Gurukulas in Shramana Parampara. It is
felt that, in all these Gurukulas, content of modern subjects should also be
introduced in a balanced way.
4. The committee observes that the examinations conducted by these institutions
should have legally valid recognition enjoying parity with modern system of
education like CBSE. Further it is emphasized that these institutions be provided with
substantial financial support not only for teacher’s salary and scholarship for
students but also for infrastructure and library development. Hence, MHRD may
establish a Board of Examinations for standardization, affiliation, recognition,
authentication of the above said traditional forms of school level education, which
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will also help to lay proper foundation for the growth of traditional knowledge
systems and undertaking new and innovative contemporarily relevant programs in
these traditional educational institutions.
5. Since Veda and Sanskrit are inseparable and complementary to each other and since
the recognition and affiliation problems are same for all the Veda Pathashalas and
Sanskrit Pathashalas throughout the country a Board may be constituted for both
together. The Maharshi Sandipani Rashtriya Veda Vidya Pratishthan, Ujjain may be
given the status of Board of Examinations with the following name “Maharshi
Sandipani Rashtriya Veda Sanskrita Vidya Parishat” (MSRVSVP) with headquarters in
Ujjain which will continue all programs and activities which were being conducted
hitherto in addition to being a Board of Examinations.
6. The proposed Board will hold VIII, X and XII standard examinations and award
certificates in all the above said streams of traditional school education. It will also
help standardization of traditional education and appropriately blending with
modern and contemporarily relevant subjects.
7. It is worth recalling here the unique provisions incorporated in the MoA of MSRVVP
as desired and directed by His Holiness the Paramacharya Sri Chandrashekharendra
Saraswati Swami ji of Kanhi Kamakoti Peetham and the kind of importance attached
by him to the Shabdaraksha parampara of Vedic studies and unique, age old
practices of Acharyas, students and organizers of Vedapathashalas which are termed
as Sadachara being passed on from generation to generation. It may be noted that
only because of this kind of Vedic studies and practices oral transmission of Vedas
has received the recognition as World Oral Heritage from UNESCO. Therefore, due
emphasis be given to maintain the purity and integrity of the centuries old tradition
of Shabda parampara of Vedadhyayana.
8. The proposed Board is recommended to have number of faculties for each one of
above said different forms of traditional knowledge systems, namely 1) Shabda
Parampara Veda Pathashalas, 2) Artha Parampara Veda Pathashalas 3) Sanskrit
Pathashalas 4) Shramana Parampara Pathashsalas 5) Gurukulas.
9. In addition to supporting and developing the existing types of pathashalas, the
proposed Board is recommended to evolve a few new types of pathashalas such as
1) Pathashalas with Veda and Sanskrit as major subjects and modern subjects as
minor, 2) Modern subjects as major and Veda/Sanskrit as minor 3) Schools of general
education courses through Sanskrit medium 4) Evening schools of Veda/Sanskrit
which are the compelling and sustaining needs of Veda Sanskrit Education. It is
strongly felt that these steps would herald a new era in Veda Sanskrit Education.
10. The proposed Board in addition to conducting the above said examinations will also
have different departments at its headquarters to take care of 1) In-service training
of the teachers of these pathashalas 2) Pedagogy department for designing and
conducting of D.Ed and B.Ed equivalent courses in the above said subjects 3) A
department devoted for the preservation, propagation and development of various
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methods for the teaching of Vikriti Pathas, Varnasarakrama, Vedangas etc 4)
Research, Material production, Editing and Publishing departments. These four types
of works are non-existent today anywhere in the country.
11. The Committee feels that the proposed Board will go a long way in all round
development of existing pathashalas and in undertaking efforts to evolve innovative
and experimental development of the pathashalas. It will also work as catalyst in
evolving alternative Indian knowledge based school education parallel to the model
of modern school education
12. The Committee recommends for providing financial support in the form of grants for
recurring and non-recurring expenditure of all the above pathashalas more
generously with a view to let the board discharge its responsibility towards
development of indigenous knowledge systems. In this connection, numbers shall
not be the criteria but the knowledge and its perceived contribution for the
humanity should take primacy.
13. The committee also recommends that those who impart Vedic knowledge to their
kin at home which is traditionally called “Niyamadhyayanam” should also be
supported.
14. Further the committee recommends that all the available Vedic knowledge system,
oral and written should be made available on line for public access.
15. It is felt that the temple rituals and architecture are at the verge of extinction. The
proposed MSRVSP may take up this task and offer regular courses on this traditional
knowledge system and also organize short term training programs. A list of
authorized or licentiate experts in this field may also be made available online.

Measures for preservation, propagation and sustenance of Veda Vidya
Vedas are the treasure house of knowledge and regarded as the foremost ancient literature
available on Earth. They are transmitted till now through oral tradition under Guru Shishya
system of fool proof and time tested method. It is our duty to preserve, conserve and
develop the oral tradition of Vedic studies and for that various activities, such as support
traditional Vedic Institutions and Scholars, provide fellowships, undertake production of
audio/video tapes, etc. are needed. This system of oral transmission is to be protected and
the tradition of intonation and recitation through the human agency must be preserved.
Facilities should be provided for research to students with the background of Vedic
knowledge to equip them with sufficient grounding in scientific and analytical methodology,
so that scientific information contained in the Vedas, particularly in disciplines like
Mathematics, Astronomy, Meteorology, Chemistry, Hydraulics, etc. could be linked with
modern sciences and technology and a rapport established between them and modern
scholars. For this purpose, existing Veda Pathashalas and research institutions engaging in
Vedic research will require to be supported.
A special attention needs to be paid towards various Shakhas and particularly those that are
at the verge of extinction. For this purpose, Human Repositories are to be indentified and
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supported. A Knowledge Storehouse of information about the state of textual material,
printed manuscripts, texts, commentaries and interpretations etc., is to be created, wherein
information about the present state of recordings both audio and visual available in the
country is available. Academicians and researchers should be encouraged to take up
research in the knowledge contained in Vedic texts and Vedic literature from the earliest
time of Vedic period to the present day, in areas of science, agriculture, technology,
philosophy, yoga, education, poetics, grammar, linguistics and Vedic tradition with sufficient
support in terms of physical infrastructure and man power.

Recommendations for Schemes for Development of Veda Vidya
A) Existing schemes for the Development of Veda Vidya
1. Preservation of Oral Veda Tradition through various means such as recording,
digitization etc.
2. Financial Assistance to Veda Pathashalas
These existing schemes may be continued. However, a number Veda Pathashalas may be
increased for assistance. Establishing of new Pathashalas may be encouraged in rare
shakhas.
3. Parampara Adhyayana Scheme
Financial assistance to Veda tradition where parental Veda Adhyayana takes place through
Father, Grand Father (both Paternal and Maternal) and Uncle (both Paternal and Maternal).
Exam through rigorous Shalaka Parikasha. Exam through the proposed Secondary Board. On
successful completion each Antevasin may be paid a sum of Rs. One lack in line with TTD
scheme.

B) New schemes proposed
1. Digitization of Veda Oral Tradition - Under this scheme, following activities may be
undertaken
1) Pooling of scattered digitization efforts and undertaking of digitization of the hitherto
non-digitized Shakhas
2) Execute done through Agency or through NGOs,/Organizations/Institutions both
formal and non-formal
3) Maximum aid may be fixed 80% of the project cost if undertaken by an Agency
4) Actual expenditure if undertaken by Government agency
2. Grant for Publications - Assistance for Publications related to Veda is proposed under this
scheme
3. Assistance for Popularizing Vedas - Publications as booklets will be encouraged under this
scheme
4. Vedas to Society - Under this scheme taking Veda wisdom to the society at large in a
planned manner will be encouraged
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5. Preserving Vikriti Pathas - Under this scheme Veda Pathis will be encouraged to pursue
Various Vikriti Pathas. Under this scheme digitization of Vikiriti Pathas will also be done
6. Preserving Varnasaara Krama - This area of study is almost on the verge of extinction and
therefore requires encouragement and support. Vedapathis will be given rigorous training in
this area
7. All India Vedic Competitions - Under this scheme an all India Vedic competitions will be
organized in various shakhas on different aspects, from State level competition to National
level with attractive prize money to provide fillip to learning Veda.

Recommendations for Schemes for Development of Sanskrit
A) Existing Schemes
Govt. of India, is implementing several schemes through the nodal agency Rashtriya Sanskrit
Sansthan, New Delhi for the last three decades or more. While this committee agrees on the
usefulness of all the Schemes and supports their continuance, this committee is of the
considered view that the following steps need to be taken to make the schemes more
meaningful and effective.
1) With regard to the schemes involving payment of honorarium, an upward revision by a
minimum of 50% to a maximum of 100% of amount of honorarium is recommended
because 1) honorarium was very nominal from the very beginning 2) was not reviewed
for long 3) is disproportionately low compared to other schemes
2) With regard to the schemes providing human resource it is recommended -a. If such position is of the school level, consolidated emoluments may be fixed at par
with pay and DA of corresponding level teachers working in the schools under Central
Government.
b. If such a person is of college level, UGC recommended pay scales of contractual
teachers may be made applicable.
3) With regard to the grants for the development of infrastructure, a minimum of 50%
increase is to be justified in view of all round escalation in prices
4) In special cases, a proper recommending authority may be identified if there is no such
authority in any of the States
5) All financial assistance may be transferred under Electronic Transfer System
6) It is observed that a set of guidelines and procedure of screening of the applications to
prepare a short list to for the consideration of the award of Rashtrapati Puraskaar has
been introduced recently in the existing scheme, criteria like publication of books and
research papers, participation in international and national seminars etc. have been
introduced there in. While such criteria make sense in respect of scholars from
university stream, it goes against traditional scholars who were mainly intended to be
covered under this scheme. Therefore, in respect of traditional Sanskrit scholars and
Vedapathis such criteria should be done out with. Instead, participation in Shaastraartha
Sabhaas and Vedasabhaas and recognition received from Muths and Organizations
which are well known seats of learning of traditional Shastric and Vedic studies should
be taken in to account.
7) Regarding the guidelines of Badarayana award, editing and publishing of hitherto
unpublished, rare and important manuscript of a size of at least 200 pages in print along
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with critical study regarding the importance of it may be made main criteria for
consideration. This will go a long way in unearthing the new knowledge component that
remains buried in them.

B) New Schemes proposed for the Development of Sanskrit
1. Reviving of Pre-Independence Mahavidyalayas
1. Those Mahavidyalayas which were established before Independence and are running
still but in dire and indigent conditions are to be revived
2. Such Mahavidyalayas or Shodha Sansthans are to be identified by a committee
constituted for the purpose.
3. Quality Higher Education should be revived.
4. Scholars of ancient Shastras will have to be provided benefits
5. Pure Shastric tradition will have to be supported and protected
6. Such Mahavidyalayas or Shodha Sansthans are to be provided human resource on
contractual basis with reasonable remuneration for five years that can be extended
further on the basis of their academic performance appraisal.

2. Supporting Pathashalas
Under this scheme onetime grant will be sanctioned to Pathashalas that stood the test of
time despite suffering turbulence and privations. This grant shall be utilized for
infrastructure and academic development of such Pathashalas.

3. Reviving Manuscripts Libraries and Oriental Research Institutes
One time grant for improving physical infrastructure and recurring grant for personnel and
recurring expenditure may be considered for reviving manuscripts libraries and oriental
research institutions which are on the verge of extinction. Human resource in terms of
Copying Pandits, Collator Pandit will require to be provided for Keying-in and digitization of
manuscripts. They may be done by way out sourced work on performance based norms.

4. Shastra Samrakshana Scheme
Under this scheme expertise of traditional scholars will be utilized for the protection of
Shastra learning. This scheme may be implemented in two ways 1) One in Formal Education
System and 2) the other in Non-Formal Education System
A) Formal Shastra Learning System
Under this scheme Post Acharya, rigorous Shastra Learning will be revived. Advanced Texts
of various Shastras will be taught under a Guru for a Minimum period of Three Years. A
formal degree may also be awarded if needed. Each Specialized Guru will be paid an
appropriate honorarium. Each Vidyarthi will be paid an appropriate scholarship. Here nonprescribed texts, non-prescribed portions of texts will be taught, for example, learning of
Mahabhashya beyond Nava Ahnika, Learning of Simha Lakshana and Vyaghra Lakshana,
learning of all the twelve chapters of Mimamsa, learning of Shrauta Granthas etc.
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B) Non-Formal Shastra Learning System
Under this stream, Gurukula system will be revived and the expertise of traditional scholars
who still adhere to their traditions and do not leave their place of residence will be utilized.
Each such traditional scholar of Shastric excellence will teach traditional Shastras in a
traditional way maintaining their way of living and transmitting such knowledge. Minimum
number of Five Antevasins (students) will undergo rigorous Shastric training under one such
Guru for one particular Shastra. Their Shastric knowledge will be evaluated in a traditional
way of examination such as Shalaka Parikasha etc. Each such scholar and Antevasin may be
paid an appropriate honorarium and scholarship respectively. This scheme will protect
traditional scholarship and Shastra-learning system, Gurukula system of learning will be
revived and protect Shastras from extinction. This will bring revolution in learning system of
Shastras

Ashtaadashi - Eighteen Projects for sustaining the growth of Sanskrit
Following eighteen projects may be taken up as a special case in order to give the much
required boost for the growth engine of Sanskrit. All the projects may either be directly
handled by Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan or be given to Sanskrit related Institutions including
reputed NGOs in the field of Sanskrit. Young Sanskrit scholars or retired Sanskrit scholars on
contractual basis, with UGC recommended pay scales for contractual teachers or on piece
work basis may be appointed for implementing the projects. Care should be taken that
every appointee should have a high degree of competency, i.e. fluency and accuracy, in
communicating in Simple Standard Sanskrit. Deliverables should also be well defined with
time lines. These projects will help in realizing the objectives mentioned in the Terms of
Reference of this committee and simultaneously will also in jobs for Sanskrit graduates.

1. Knowledge Texts’ Translation Project
Knowledge texts of school education to University education belonging to all branches of
knowledge, Arts, Science, Commerce, Technical and Professional, available in other
languages have to be translated into Sanskrit and have to be published electronically.

2. Editing & Publishing of Manuscripts Project
There are 45 lakh Sanskrit manuscripts lying in more than 4000 libraries which are
written in fourteen scripts. Barring the duplicate copies and published works, it is
estimated that there would still be a few lakhs of unpublished manuscripts which are of
not only literary value but also of contextual relevance and research value. Hence those
manuscripts are to be edited and published. In order to get qualified or scholarly
manuscript editors who are good in Sanskrit, training programs in editing manuscripts
may be conducted in as many institutions as possible.

3. Digital & Online Resources Project
All the Sanskrit works have to be brought out in Digital form and have to be made
available on Net. Further various types of online courses like beginners’ course,
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Intermediate level course, advanced course, Diploma course, UG and PG level course,
language course, courses on various Shastras and Kavyas, etc have to be developed.
Hundreds of such need based courses can be designed. They could be used not only by
anyone from across the world who is interested in Sanskrit but also by teachers in ICT
Enabled classes.

4. Summer Course Project
There is considerable interest for the study Sanskrit, Grammar, Panini, different Shastras
and different Sanskrit works on different subjects. Sanskrit teachers and students also
want to acquire into a different branch of knowledge in Sanskrit. Hence different
courses on various above mentioned subjects may be offered during summer vacation.
Each Sanskrit University may identify different subject for the proposed Summer Course.
Offering such courses during summer vacation would help teachers and students to take
part in it.

5. Contemporary Literature Project
One of the criteria of a vibrant language is the reflection of contemporary issues and
thoughts of the society in its literature. Though books in Sanskrit on contemporary
subjects are being published, much requires to be done in this regard. Hence through
this project Sanskrit scholars have to be encouraged to write in Sanskrit on relevant
current issues. Incentive grant for writing in Sanskrit and grant for publication may be
given generously.

6. Evening School Project
Students while perusing their main course of study during day time would pursue other
course of interest in evening classes. Many people who did not get the opportunity to
study Sanskrit in their school days and now who are working, would like to learn Sanskrit
in evening classes. This felt need can be catered to through at least in major centers to
start with Evening schools and Evening colleges of Sanskrit which would give a great
impetus to Sanskrit learning.

7. Technology Adaptation Project
There are many basic technology issues like appropriate Fonts, Apps, OCR, software,
search, virtual class, online management of exams, etc. related to Sanskrit usage which
are hitherto solved. As new technology emerges there is need for up gradation as well.
Unless Sanskrit adapts latest technologies it will not progress, hence this
recommendation as Sanskrit should not miss the technology bus.

8. Computer Education Project
Though it is much publicized that Sanskrit is the most suitable natural language, there is
a big disconnect between computer use and Sanskrit fraternity. This is also one of the
reasons for Sanskrit’s lagging behind in the technology driven world. In order to impart
computer education to Sanskrit teachers and Sanskrit students, such centers may be
opened in Sanskrit schools and colleges either on the lines of National Council for
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Promotion of Urdu Language’s project or through a new model. It would be more useful
and effective if computer savvy Sanskrit instructors are employed in this endeavor.

9. Biennial Sanskrit Book Fair Project
A World Sanskrit Book Fair was organized in 2011 in Bangalore for four days where in
154 publishers participated, four lakh people visited and total four lakh rupees’ books
were sold. That was unique and unparalleled. Since then there is demand from public
and school managements to organize such fairs in every state capital because they do
not get Sanskrit books near to their place. Sanskrit Book Publishers also want the same
as it will help them to meet the demand effectively. It is desirable that Sanskrit Book Fair
is held once in two years in one state capital in association with Sanskrit voluntary
organizations.

10.Outreach Programs Project
In order to strengthen the student number in Sanskrit schools and colleges, those
schools and colleges may be asked to conduct short term courses in their respective
catchment areas. Further they may be given human resource support to offer various
types of Sanskrit related courses for the public at different places and also to popularize
Sanskrit in general schools and colleges in the nearby area.

11.Shabdashala Project
While Sanskrit is being widely used for communication and writing on day to day issues
and modern subjects, there is dearth of modern words in Sanskrit. All the words coined
by CSTT are not Sanskrit words. Though Sanskrit language can generate infinite number
of words there wasn’t any well coordinated collective effort from Sanskrit institutions
and scholars. It is also necessary that the words so generated should be acceptable all
over India and be in agreement with Simple Standard Sanskrit. Hence works classified
under different categories may be entrusted to Sanskrit Universities and Sanskrit
Academies or other Sanskrit Institutions and each one may appoint Sanskrit scholars
from different mother tongue groups so that words so generated with different
language perspectives would be acceptable all over India

12.Reprinting of Rare Books Project
Before independence many Oriental Research Institutes and institutions like Nirnaya
Sagar Press used to publish important and valuable books without errors. Most of them
are out of print now. Since such institutions do not have funds to reprint them, it is
desirable that Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan or some other Government funded Sanskrit
Institution reprint those rare books with financial support from MHRD and also create a
digital version for long term preservation.

13.Residential Training Project
Language has to be learnt in a total environment of the language being taught, and then
only then the learner will be able to acquire all the four language skills naturally and
rapidly. In order to get such skilled teachers, residential training camps of different
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durations at different levels may have to be organized on a large scale in all the states
for teachers, students and for the public who would later volunteer to teach.

14.Integrating Sanskrit with Modern Subjects Project
Scholars having the knowledge of both Sanskrit and Modern subjects are very rare. In
order to integrate the two streams on knowledge the only way out is to encourage
Sanskrit people to study modern subjects or scholars in modern subjects to study
Sanskrit. Fellowships may be created to UGs or PGs who have completed their one
branch of study but would like to undertake the study of a subject from another stream.

15.Support Internship Project
A project may be taken up for students of IITs, NIITs, IISERs, IIITs, IISc and ACITE
approved technical colleges who would opt for internship in Sanskrit Institution under
the guidance of Sanskrit Professors during the course of their study through which they
would also get credits. If financial support is provided to such students their talent could
be utilized in unraveling the scientific knowledge hidden in Sanskrit literature through
small but focused projects with Sanskrit scholars in Sanskrit institutions.

16.Children’s Literature Project
Language should be learnt or taught at an early age. Today as far as other languages are
concerned, a vast variety of children’s literature are available in the form of multi color
books, charts, CDs, rhymes, cartoons, films, documentaries, cartoon books, Amar chitra
kathas, Apps, etc. Thousands of web portals and TV channels also offer such material.
Sanskrit language should not miss the Children’s literature bus.

17.Yoga through Sanskrit Project
The language of Yoga is Sanskrit. Hence centers may be established to teach Yoga
through Sanskrit and Sanskrit through Yoga. Many people are interested in studying the
original texts of Yoga in Sanskrit. Hence, Sanskrit Promotion Foundation with the help of
ONGC-CSR funds is in the process of developing teaching learning material for such
courses. The proposed center can use that material and a person who knows both
Sanskrit and Yoga may be appointed in such centers.

18.Ayurveda through Sanskrit
Language of Ayurveda is Sanskrit. Ayurveda Darshana is to be studied by every one for
healthy life. There is a demand for conducting Ayurveda classes through Sanskrit
language. These classes are not to produce Doctors but to create healthy minds.

General Recommendations
Though the committee has made specific recommendations pertaining to every department
separately, the major recommendations are given below –
1. Teacher Training –Since Sanskrit teaching has to be made more simple and attractive
and since total involvement of Sanskrit teachers and their fluency in Sanskrit are very
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crucial in this task, training of Sanskrit teachers may be taken up in a big way. About five
lakh Sanskrit teachers in the country have to be trained in the next three to four years’
time in two rounds, each of one week’s duration. School Education, MHRD may draw a
master plan for the same and implement it starting from the year 2016-2017 through
SCERTs, DIETs in collaboration with other educational institutions and NGOs working in
this field
2. Sanskrita Shiksha Varsham (Sanskrit Teaching Year) – Most of the recommendations
made in this “Vision and Roadmap” document are pertaining to total revamping of
Sanskrit education by changing the curriculum, text books, teaching method, evaluation
system, new experiments, pilot projects, teacher training, new courses, etc. In order to
sensitize the stake holders of Sanskrit education, on these issues , to activate and proactively engage every Sanskrit teacher and to give a jump start, it is recommended that
the year 2017-2018 be observed as “Sanskrita Shiksha Varsham” where in Sanskrit
teachers would not only teach Sanskrit through Sanskrit and create Sanskrit
environment in classes but also conduct spoken Sanskrit classes for public at large in the
respective Sanskrit students catchment areas of their institutions. Seminars, workshops,
publications and many other academic programs may be held to further the cause of
modernizing and popularizing Sanskrit education. Govt. of India had declared and
celebrated year 2000-2001 as Sanskrit Year with a budgetary allocation of Rs 5 Crore. In
the same way Sanskrita Shiksha Varsham may also be allocated with a generous budget
so that some long standing and long impacting measures for the development of
Sanskrit may be taken up that year.
3. ICT in Sanskrit Schools and Colleges - The Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) in Sanskrit schools may also be made a component in the Rashtriya Madhyamik
Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA). This will provide opportunities to Sanskrit students to build
their capacity on ICT skills and make them learn through computer aided learning
process. The Scheme will be a major catalyst to bridge the digital divide amongst
Sanskrit students of various socio economic and other educational barriers. ICT may be
extended to Sanskrit colleges also.
4. Additional Human Resources – In order to implement all the recommendations of this
committee, every implementing agency or Institution may need additional human
resources. More particularly, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan would require personnel for
administration of the schemes, projects and all the recommended initiatives apart
material production, training and teaching. MHRD may consider it as a priority. Since
most of these activities and programs are to be conducted in Sanskrit, and since public
too expect that Sansthan also should use Sanskrit more and more for its internal
communication at least, the Committee proposes that even for the non-teaching posts,
Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan should recruit people preferably Sanskrit UGs or PGs or
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those who can communicate in Sanskrit. This will also go a long way in confidence
building among Sanskrit students.
5. Call to Sanskrit Scholars – The committee takes this opportunity to request the Sanskrit
fraternity 1) to use Sanskrit language more and more not only in the class room but also
in all other occasions and in all other communications 2) to avoid making emotional and
unrealistic demands (that Sanskrit should be made compulsory! etc.) 3) to more
proactively participate in the current national debates with inputs from Sanskrit
literature 4) to widen the horizons of Sanskrit Education 4) to strategically and
dedicatedly work for the concept “language through language and knowledge through
application” (i.e. any language should be taught through that language and instead of
simply talking about that language, provide knowledge by applying that language) 5) to
make Sanskrit a vibrant flourishing language of classrooms, laboratories, playgrounds,
corridors, staffrooms and one to one meetings.
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